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Step 1: Obtain an iThenticate Account 

Request an account by writing to the Courseware Support Team at canvas@pobox.upenn.edu from your Penn email 

address. Indicate that you will be using iThenticate on your Senior Thesis for the Department of Anthropology. 

 

Step 2: Access iThenticate 

 

When your account has been created, you will receive a message to your Penn email address with a temporary 

password. Follow the link in the email (or go to www.ithenticate.com) to login with your Penn email address and 

temporary password. You will be prompted to choose a new password. 

 

Step 3: Create a New Folder  

 

Once you have landed on the iThenticate home screen, click “New Folder.” On the next screen, name your folder “Senior 

Thesis.” Leave the other settings at the default, then click “Create.”  

 

mailto:canvas@pobox.upenn.edu
http://www.ithenticate.com/
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Step 3: Upload Your Paper 

 

 

To upload your document to this new folder, click “Upload a File” on the upper right (in the “Submit a Document” 

sidebar), and browse to find your file.  

 

 

 

On the next page, select “Generate Report Only.” (If you were part of a research group you might be storing several 

documents for comparison.)  
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Input your first and last name and a document title (it doesn’t have to be an exact match for the file name or the title of 

your paper.)  

Click the “Choose File” button to select your paper. The file requirements are listed on the sidebar on the right side.  

Click “Upload.” 

 

 

You will be redirected to the Senior Thesis folder where you will now see your document appear. After the file is saved 

and processed, the similarity score will appear in the Report column. 

 

Step 4: View the Similarity Report  

Your paper will now have a percentage displayed next to it, called the similarity index. This index shows you the amount 

of similiarity between your paper and other scholarly writing and websites in the program’s database.  
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Click on the gray similarity index box to go to the Document Viewer to see your similarity report side-by-side with your 

file. By default, the program will evaluate the entire paper, including quotes and bibliography.  

 

 

In my own example, this is my first results page. With the bibliography and quotes included, the paper 

has a 24% similarity index. 

 

Step 5: Adjust the Settings  
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In order to create a more accurate report, you can experiment with changing the settings by clicking on the “Settings” 

tab at the top of the Senior Thesis folder. The settings will let you ignore the sources in your bibliographic references 

and/or ignore quotes (text within quotation marks, text in block quotes, etc.) Any settings changed will affect all 

documents within the folder.  

You may want to “Exclude Phrases” (for example, a string of important terms, the title of another work that you repeat 

often, etc.) To specify which phrases should be excluded, click the “Phrase Exclusions” tab, then click “Add a new 

phrase.”  

 

 

By modifying the settings to exclude the matches in the bibliography and quotes, the similarity score for 

my report drops to 5%.  

You may exclude the bibliography and quotes in your report to focus on your text. Each quoted passage must have a 

bibliographic citation, whether or you choose to exclude them in your similarity report.  

 

Step 6: Report Options 

 

 

When viewing the similarity report in the Document Viewer, click “Text-Only Report” in the lower right corner. This will 

bring you to a page where you can select report options.  
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The “Mode” drop-down menu button (upper left corner) allows you to choose different comparison reports:  

 

1. Similarity Report:  Basic report with the sources numbered in the source document and the similar words 

pulled out. Ordered by what the program judges to be the most relevant matches.  
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2. Content Tracking: Allows you to see each source as it is used each time through the text.   

 

 

 

3. Summary Report: Lists the sources found for all matches, and the amount of the paper that comes from that 

source.  
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4. Largest Matches: Highlights by the matches of the most text, i.e. the passages that need the most attention or 

work.  

 

 

Step 7: Interpret Your Reports  

Use and understand your report(s) to make informed changes in your paper, if appropriate, to eliminate problems.  

Check the largest matches first, and make sure you have cited all the sources. Remember that plagiarism includes both 

copied phrases and copied strings of words and ideas, even if you have changed or added words (mosaic plagiarism). 

Any such use of the work of others is problematic. If you see a source listed that is NOT in your bibliography at all, you 

must assess the match by checking the source carefully. The database used is so large that not every match reflects a 

use of a source. 

If you make changes to your work to reduce similar passages that are not appropriately cited, upload your revised 

document and create a new report. The new report will be the one you submit with your thesis. 

 

Example of a Real Match 

 

 

Here is a real match in my report: iThenticate highlighted that we had lifted 99 exact words from our 

previous publication on the same topic. This “self plagiarism” doesn’t reflect well on us or our agreement 
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to only submit new work to the editor of the book where the new paper appeared. We did cite the 

original paper, but it’s pretty close. If we hadn’t been (some of) the authors of the original paper, it 

would have be too close. If we hadn’t cited the original paper, it would have been a serious case of 

plagiarism.   

 

 

Here’s the current manuscript with the problem passage highlighted.  

 

 

Here’s the paper in Science that we published the year before with the matching words highlighted. 

 

Examples of Irrelevant Matches 

 

Here’s an example of an irrelevant match: iThenticate highlighted this simple factual description of 

seasonal weather patterns… 
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…and suggested that the source had been a website on mineral resources in Australia that coincidentally 

used a similar string of common words in a totally unrelated context.  Users can click ‘x’ on the source to 

indicate that the match is of no consequence.  

 

 

Here’s another irrelevant match. Our paper makes a claim about the early prehistory of the Department 

of Junín in Peru. IThenticate highlighted as source a passage in a doctoral dissertation on coastal 

California, which noted the exact same relationship in a different sample. Note that iThenticate ignored 

the difference between being culturally similar and being biologically similar, but it correctly recognized 

that the two works deal with the same period. This match is of no concern, but it does show the power of 

the program to cover a massive amount of scholarship.  

In submitting your thesis, you can ignore such chance matches, but you must first assess them. 

 

Step 8: Share Your Report (Required for Thesis Submission)  

You will need to share your report in two ways.  
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1. Create and Share a PDF 

 

 

 
 

 
 

First, generate a PDF of the basic report from the Text-Only Report Page. To do so, click the printer icon in the upper 

right hand corner. In the print dialog box, select “Save as PDF” or “Print to PDF” (the exact terminology will depend on 

your web browser and/or operating system.) 

The report is all text, no formatting, and lists all the sources that matched with your text. Send the PDF as an attachment 

to the undergraduate coordinator (rstyles@upenn.edu).  

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:rstyles@upenn.edu
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2. Share the File in iThenticate 

 

In addition, you will share your file with the undergraduate coordinator within iThenticate. Click the Sharing tab on the 

Senior Thesis folder. Note that this will share all files contained within this folder. If you have uploaded multiple 

revisions of your paper, make sure you remove all but the final version. 

 

 

You’ll get a list of all UPenn accounts by owner. Find Ruth Styles’s name (note: the list is alphabetized by first name!) 

Click the “Update Sharing” button at the bottom of the list, and you have completed your submission.  

 

For more documentation about iThenticate, see: http://www.ithenticate.com/training-academic 


